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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
irick has contributed to the dictionary with 13 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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abscriptas
The right thing would be: ASCRIBED / OS. I think that only in the Rioplatense area ascribed or participle is used. In the
rest of the Hispanic world is Adscrita/o. From the latin: "Adscriptus ". It would then be: Add a person in the service of a
body or destination.   "ATTACHED / or ": in institutions of education, caregiver care students and professors in certain
administrative tasks related to the courses.

apuna
It comes from a climatological State generated at all heights, such as: " the Highlands of the Peru " are located a
thousand meters of the sea level, and that as a result the human being without a self-contained oxygen shows difficulty
breathing due to lack of oxygen, then: " is apunada / or " that it comes from the word " he puna "   ( 34-scarce desert
place; O  " Puna of Humahuaca in the province. Jujuy in Rca.Argentina ) To counteract this the symptom, it is suggested
to drink enough " 34 juice; spin " 34 orange;.

autografos
Autographs: Plural of " autograph ". Said is someone stamping his own signature on something, e.g.: paintings, books,
crafts, pictures, experiments, etc. etc. It comes from the verb " " autographed.

benera
The correct word would be: VENERA " (v) " and no " (b) " like cow and BACA. Means: an idol / worship something:
person (s) s physical, virtual / is, I'd imagine / s, image/s religious/s and " religion is " properly such a/s or affine s.Latin:
veneramur ( venerate ).

campirano
In the Argentine pampas is called the man who is engaged in the field and who lives there: " 34 folksy;

descorregir
It belongs to the ADR verb. in the infinitive of " descorregir; 34. It is the antonym of the Verb.: " correct ". Undo
something that is " amended " or " corrected ". Replace or supplant something.

dubitadas
It comes from the verb " 34 dubitar;. Items or things that are in " doubt " and this requires a " 34 expertise;   ( examine )
to compare with other " indubitadas ". For example: In ballistics, checked the extracted projectile ( dubitado ) and
comparing with another similar.

habrá
It comes from the verb auxiliary "Having " and in this case corresponds to conjunction to " future 34 mode; THERE WILL
BE. E.g.: " " there will be... something done   "... there still food?. Indicates an action time.

jus jussum
From the latin: " 34 right command;   ( jus jussum ). Phrase formerly used on the battlefields to name the flanks from
attacks.

la emiplejia
The right thing would be: "... hemiplegia ". It is a medical diagnosis of a pathology " psychomotor " that suffers,



particularly the human person as a sequela of an illness suffered, as the ACV (Stroke ) or other factors, and that it
affects directly the SNC (41 Central nervous system; brain ( in some of the same lobes, which controls the motor part or
movements ) is usually generated from the left or right hand side of the person.

petardas
34, Bullangeras " women, stunning, nightlife to party all, voluptuous and explosive. Sometimes they encourage parties.

viceconsejero
He is someone that precedes the " 34 counselor;   ( holder ) is the one who replaces the first failure; like the "President "
and "Vice-President " and maintains the same powers. Also would be as a synonym for " Advisory " " that advises " or "
Advisory " about: clothing, imaging, compliance of protocols; etc. etc.

viradas
Verb " turn "   ( take turns with something and leaving traces of them ) e.g.: "... I was in my car and suddenly I had to "
turn " to the left...  " or plural " " tacking:... found remnants of the " tacking " found footprints in the same route.


